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Properties of QCD st large distances are considered in the framework of
conventional quantum field theory. An investigation of infrared asymptotic
behaviour of lower Green functions in QCD is the starting point of the ap-
proach. The parameters defining the infrared region are determined in a
selfconsistent way using the renormalization group method. The recent works
are reviewed which confirm the singular infrared behaviour of gluon propa-
gator M

2
/(k

2
)

2
 at least under some gauge conditions. A special covariant

gauge comes out to be the most suitable for description of infrared region
due to absence of ghost contributions to infrared asymptotics of Green func-
tions. Solutions of Schwinger-Dyson equation for quark propagator are-obtai-
ned in this special gauge and are shown to possess desirable properties:
spontaneous breakdown of chiral invariance and nonperturbative character.
The infrared asymptotics of lower Green functions are used for calculation
of vacuum expectation values of gluon and quark fields. TheEe vacuum expec-
tation values are obtained in a good agreement with the corresponding pheno-
menological values which are needed in the method of sum rules in QCD,that
confirms adequacy of the infrared region description. The consideration of
a behaviour of QCD at large distances leads to the conclusion that at con-
temporary stage of theory development one may consider two possibilities.
The first one is the well-known confinement hypothesis and the second one
is called incomplete confinement and stipulates for open color to be obser-
vable. The second possibility is shown to have no contradictions with exis-
ting experiments. Possible implications of incomplete confinement are dis-
cussed. The experimental data on anomalous nuclear fragments and ultra-
high energy radiation from the galactic source Cygnus X-3 are considered
as indications for the validity of incomplete confinement. The importance
of looking for open color states is emphasized.

Аннотация
Арбузов Б.А, Квантовая хромодинамика на больших расстояниях: Препринт ИФВЭ
87-28. - Серпухов, 1987. -54 с , 3 рис., библногр. 134.

В рамках традиционной квантовой теории поля рассмотрены свойства КХД на
больших расстояниях. Подход основан на изучении асимптотического поведения низ-
ших функций Грина КХД. Параметры, определяющие индоакрасную область определе-
ны самосогласованным образом с помощью метода ренормализационной группы! Дан
обзор последних работ, подтверждающих сингулярную инфракрасную асимптотику глю-
онного пропагатора М2 / ( к 2 ) 2 , по крайней мере при некоторых условиях на калибров-
ку. Выясняется, что наиболее подходящей для описания инфракрасной области являет-
ся некоторая выделенная ковариантная калибровка благодаря тому, что в ней отсут-
ствуют вклады духов в инфракрасные асмптотики функций Грина. В этой калибровке
получены решения Швингера-Дайсона для кваркового пропагатора, обладающие нуж-
ными свойствами: спонтанным нарушением киральной инвариантности и непеотурба-
тивным характером. Инфракрасные асимптотики низших функций Грина использованы
для вычисления вакуумных средних глюонных и кварковых полей. Получено хорошее
согласие вычисленных вакуумных с их феноменологическими значениями, которые
требуются в кетоде правил сумм в КХД, что подтверждает адекватность описания
инфракрасной области. Рассмотрение поведения КХД на больших расстояниях приво-
дит к заключению, что на современном уровне развития теории можно обсуждать
две возможности. Первая из них - это известная гипотеза конфайнмента и вторая -
получила название неполного заключения и с необходимостью предполагает наблюда-
емость открытого цвета, Показано, что вторая возможность не противоречит сущест-
вующим экспериментам. Обсуждены возможные проявления неполного заключения.
Экспериментальные данные по аномальным ядерным фрагментам и излучению сверх-
высокой энергии от галактического источника Лебедь Х-3 рассматриваются как ука-
зания на справедливость неполного заключения. Подчеркивается важность поисков
состояний с открытым цветом.

^ ^

(Институт физики высоких энергий, 1987.



INTRODUCTION

The development of high energy physics in the recent

years, the totality of experimental data and theoretical

considerations have led to the formation of the convicti-

on that quantum chromodynamics (QGD) is the genuine theory

of strong interaction. QCD is the theory which describes

an interaction of colored quarks and gluons and it is de-

fined by the following basic gauge-invariant Lagrangian

L =
 " \^v^

v

 +
 4jW-m.) ф.+ш

 S
 +.

Yf
t
a
 ф.А^, (1)

J J

where A^ is a vector-potential of a nonabelian gauge field

of gluons,

a
 v v > X

f
a c

 are structure constants of SU(3) group, abc=l,8, t
a
=

= A
a
/2 are the generators of this group in the fundamen-

tal representation. It is implied that each Dirac spinor

i/fj corresponding to the sort or, as the saying is, the

flavour of quark (u,d,s,c,b,...) contains three components

which differ from each other in some quantum number whose

commonly adopted name is color. This quantum number extre-

mely important for contemporary physics was introduced in

1965 in Refs./1""4/basing on considerations connected with

a quark model of hadrons. It was the notion of color which

allowed to formulate 0(3)/
5
Л A lot of books and reviews

are devoted to the description of QCD and its consequences

(see, e.g.,/®>^/). The conviction of QCD correctness be-

comes stronger firstly due to the success of quark model

in describing hadron systematics and in part of hadron dy-

namics (see, e.g.,/
8
»

9
/). Secondly, QCD coupled with quark-

parton model describes successfully the region of small

distances which corresponds to large momenta transfer or



large transverse momenta (see, e.g., book' ' ). This fact

is connected with the property of asymptotic freedom of

the theory'
J 1
1

1
2/

>
 This property implies the decrease of

the invariant charge of the theory with the increase of

Q 2 , i.e., with the decrease of distance, described in one-

loop approximation by the well-known expression

3
 Л

2

where n is the number of quark flavours and Л is a cons-

tant which is liable to definition from experiment and is

equal to (0,2j-0,l) GeV according to modern data. Note the

important role, which is played by this constant in the

theory. First of all Л appears in the theory irrespective

of whether there are original dimensional parameters in

it or not. In particular, we may consider a theory without

quarks at all that corresponds to taking into account only

the first term in the Lagrangian (1). In this case as well

expression (3) is valid with n
f
=0. Therefore a new dimen-

sional constant necessarily appears in the theory which

defines the scale of all basic quantities. This phenomenon

acquires the name of dimensional transmutation/lS/,

Thus for small distances the property of asymptotic free-

dom is valid, which defines applicability of perturbation

theory for the region of sufficiently large perpendicular

momenta. On the other hand, already Eq. (3) shows the im-

possibility of transition to small momenta, i.e., to large

distances. Indeed for !Q;l=l,6A the running coupling cons-

tant (3) becomes equal to unity and in no way one can

even speak about applicability of perturbation theory. In

the region of small perpendicular momenta which in analogy

with quantum electrodynamics is called the infrared one

perturbation theory is evidently inapplicable due to non- [.

linear interaction of massless gluons. Infrared divergences \

appearing in QCD cannot be eliminated by methods developed j

in quantum electrodynamics. A further development of the

theory is necessary for a consistent description of the in-

frared region in QCD. The work is being done in this field

and we shall describe in what follows one of approaches

in more detail. On the other hand the theoretical difficul-

ties force us to extract information about infrared regi-

on from the experiment.

Important information about properties of interaction

between quarks for a comparatively large spread of distan-



ces is provided by a study of states composed of heavy qu-
arks: J/x// ,7" and their excitations (see reviews^

14
»

15//
).

Here due to large quark masses the potential description
comes out to be applicable with a sufficient accuracy. The
study of these systems gives detailed information on the
form of the quark-antiquark interaction potential in the
interval of distances from 10"

1 4
 cm up to 10"*

3
 cm. Appro-

ximately half the interval falls on the region of inappli-
cability of perturbation theory. It comes out that at least
at this interval the potential is universal, i.e., does
not depend on the quark flavour and its form may be descri-
bed by the expression

Ч 2
V(r)= = + ъ

г
т, (4)

3r

where a=0,42 GeV and a
g
(r) is defined from (3) with the

aid of Fourier transformation. One sees that for small r
the potential is dominated by the Coulomb term which cor-
responds to the validity of asymptotic freedom. Beyond
r=3-3O~^^ cm the main contribution is made by the increa-
sing term, which is by no means connected with perturba-
tion theory. Since the first term in (4) is defined from
the asymptotic freedom expression (3), a continuation of
the potential in the direction of smell distances causes
no doubts. But the question how the potential behaves it-
self at distances larger than 10~

1 3
 cm is much more compli-

cated . The absence of a consistent theory in the infrared
region makes it possible to make different assumptions con-
cerning the character of QCD interaction at large distan-
ces relying upon their justification by experiment or by
the future theory.

First of all we are to draw attention to the absolute
confinement of color hypothesis which enjoys wide popula-
rity/^»

1
^/. Negative results of numerous searches for qu-

arks'
1 7
^ serve as a main foundation of the hypothesis.The

confinement hypothesis consists in the assumption that QCD
interaction at large distances is arranged just so that
under any experimental condition one cannot observe free
quarks, gluons snd other open color states. In spite of
strenous efforts to prove the assertion in the framework
of QCD nobody has succeeded in this. The additional diffi-
culty is the formulation of the confinement itself in the
language of quantum field theory. Some authors formulate
demands, e.g., Wilson's criterion^

18
/ or a criterion of

color states propagators to have no singularities'^/.



These criteria may help to solve the problem although

the direct connection with the confinement property is not

quite clear. The confinement hypothesis is formulated more

obviously in the language of string model (see, e.g., re-

view/20/) _ However the absolute confinement of color is ta-

ken in the model as an input, so this approach gives no-

thing for a justification of the hypothesis. At last for

the system in which the potential description is possible

the confinement condition consists in an unlimited increase

of the potential with the distance increasing

V(r) •»
 M |
 r - o. . (5)

In particular, the potential (4) obviously satisfies this

condition provided it is applicable for the very large

distances. In the following we shall discuss possibilities

that appear in the case of condition (5) being not satis-

fied.

Nowadays great expectations for the solution of a large

distance problem in QCD are connected with the use of com-

puters in a lattice approach/
1
^,21/ However while consi-

dering results of the approach one should keep in mind that

the modern computations do not go beyond distances of

3-1СГ
13
 cm, which is not sufficient for a reliable judge-

ment on whether confinement is valid or not.

In the present review we lay down a number of theore-

tical arguments in behalf of a possibility which does not

agree or, properly speaking, contradicts the confinement

hypothesis. Let us remind once more that confinement has

not been proved - either in a theory or by an ex-

periment. More than thet we shall point to some experi-

mental data which testify against the confinement and for

the observation of open color states. We may not assert

the theoretical analysis to be complete and to give a uni-

que answer. One should take it as a formulation of a theo-

retical possibility of the confinement failure. Generally

speaking, we do not exclude a possibility of realizing

other variants. While considering the problem the most im-

portant point will consist in a condition of the absence

of contradictions to the totality of the existing experi-

mental data.

The paper is organized as follows. In the first section

we describe the basis of the theoretical approach used.Then

in the consequent two sections we discuss infrared asymto-

tics of gluon and quark propagators and of corresponding



vertices.In the fourth section we show that the results of
the first three ones being applied to evaluation of con-
densate vacuum expectation values of gluon and quark fields
give a satisfactory agreement with the phenomenology of
sum rules. The fifth section represents the formulation
of incomplete color confinement conception which in the
following section will be applied to a discussion of expe-
rimental data on anomalous nuclear fragments and ultra-
high energy radiation from the galactic source Cygnus X-3.

1. INFRARED REGION OF QCD

First of all we have to define the region of large dis-
tances in QCD which we shall often call infrared (IR) re-
gion. We make difference between IP region and ultravio-
let (UV) region,the latter being characterized by appli-
cability of perturbation theory and may be defined as a
region in which Eq. (3) for the invariant charge a

s
(k

2
)

is valid. What can we say about the behaviour of a (k
2
)

at small k
2
? Here we start from an assumption on singular

infrared asymptotics of the invariant charge
2 2

a
g
(k

2
) -- SJL. (6)
k

2
 -»0 4ffk

In this expression as well as throughout all the paper
v/e use common notations^

22
/ for four-'vector squares,

y-matrices etc. In the present section it is more conve-
nient to use Euclidean momenta Q

2
= -k

2
 whose squares we

consider to be positive. The asymptotics (6) has been dis-
cussed a good deal of time and there are a number of
items to be expressed in behalf of it.

ab

1. Consider the gluon propagator D«^(k) in a ghost-
free gauge, e.g., in the axial one defined by condition
(*7А

а
)=0. Then representing the full gluon propagator in

the form

we have
 9 9

2 g
2
d(Q

2
)



There is a considerable amount of works/
2 3
"

2 8
/, which deal

with IR asymptotics of the gluon propagator and the con-

sistency of asymptotic behaviour

, - \, (8)

Q
2
 -.0 <f

is studied with the corresponding Schwinger-Dyson equation.

In the works quoted it is shown that this asymptotics re-

ally agrees with the Schwinger-Dyson equation (see the

next section for details) and this justifies the conside-

ration of the asympcotics (6) as a quite possible one.

2. If one substitutes Eqs. (7),(8) into the diagram

describing quark-antiquark interaction in one-gluon ex-

change approximation then for the interaction potential

which for r -» oo is defined by the asymptotics at Q
2
 ->0,

one obtains

V(r) * — r ; (9)
Г -».оо

i.e., a linear increase which agrees with experimental be-

haviour (3). This agreement served as a main argument when

an assumption of behaviour (6), (8) was introduced in

work/
2 9
/.

3. The linear increase of the potential is obtained

also in the framework of Monte-Carlo simulation approach

in QCD. In particular, while computing a coefficient afore

r in Eq. (3) which is usually called the string tension,

its constancy is demonstrated up to distances 2-10~* cm' ®' .

The consistency of the potential form with Eq. (8) in

the framework of a dual superconductor model of QCD is

emphasized in work/31/.

4. As an argument in behalf of the asymptotics (6) we

also consider calculational results of nonperturbative

effects in QCD based on this asymptotics. In particular,

quite a reasonable agreement with vacuum expectation va-

lues is obtained. We shall discuss these problems in deta-

il mostly in the fourth section.

•Thus basing on the arguments expressed we assume the

IR asymptotics (6) of the invariant charge. Now it is im-

portant to determine the region in which we can use this

asymptotics. The region of applicability of this asympto-



tics will be considered to be just the IR region of QCD.
Let us introduce a characteristic parameter к having mo-
mentum dimension such that for Q

2
<<k

o
 the invariant charge

is determined by Eq. (6) and for Q
2
 » k

2
 perturbation

theory is valid. It comes out that к may be estimated
from the condition of the invariant charge behaviour is
matching in these two regions. This can be accomplished
with the aid of renormalization group method^

32
"

34
»

22
/.

Following work/89/ let us formulate the iterative pro-
cedure. Write down the equation for the invariant charge.

?i POO, ^ , t= e
n
^- • (io)

dt 4 л (JL2

Nowadays, three terms of the perturbation expansion of the
Ge 11-Mann-Low /3-function are known in QCX>/

35
/

p(h)= -b
o
h

2
-b

a
h

3
-b

2
h

4
+.... (11)

where

2 38 2857 5033 32
 гb_=ll- -n_, b=102- —п., b = - n-+ —п..

° 3 f' 1 3 * 2 2 18
 f
 54 f

о

On the other hand we think the asymptotics (6) for Q -• 0,
i.e. t-Ф-ао be valid. This asymptotics corresponds to the
increase of h and for the Gell-Mann-Low function this means

/3(h) --h, h - « • (12)

In some works the problem of concordance of asymptotics
(11) and (12) was considered/

36
/. Here we describe the

simplest iterative procedure/**^/ which unites expansion
(11) and condition (12). Namely, let for n=0,l,2,...

n
2 ь h

k + 2

n

For h-*0, В (h) coincides with the perturbation expansion
n n+2

up to an order h including and for h ->» it satisfies
condition (12). The iterative procedure consists in sol-

ving Eq. (10) for n=0,l,2... successively, in obtaining a

set of functions h«(t) and considering the function sought

for to be «

h(t)= £im hn(t). 'iA (14)
П -+ oo



For three successive iterations the equation is integrated
explicitly/ 8 9/ and we get convinced that for small Q2

2
2

b o b l

2
Parameter fi is fixed by Eq. (6) and we have

2 2

a (Q
2
)=4*h (Q

2
)= e

 g
 (16)

4JTQ
2

Pay attention to two important features of Eq. (16). First-

ly there is an explicit nonanaliticity in a charge g
2
 and

thus Eq. (16) cannot be obtained by perturbation theory.

Secondly, for iterations starting from n=l there is an

explicit cut-off of infrared contribution in Eq. (16) and

the cut-off parameter к for n-th iteration is equal to

<
k
§V=—T" <

17
>

(4,)
2
c

n

By comparing expressions (4) and (9) for the potential we
come to the conclusion that experimental data fix the va-
lue of the constant

— =0,59 GeV. (18)

It should be stressed that here we are basing on the as —

sumption that the increasing part of the potential is de-

fined by one clothed gluon exchange. In what follows we

shall use value (18) everywhere in the review excepting

some cases which will be specified. In particular, apply-

ing (18) to calculation of cut-off parameter (17) we ob-

tain from Eqs. (15) and (11) (k*) =(0,45 GeV)
2
, (k

2
)

a
=

= (0,56 GeV) . Already these values give a reasonable order

of magnitude of the parameter. Let us estimate a possible

limit of iterations with the aid of a simple extrapolation.

Namely, suppose c
n
 to have a finite limit at n-»« and the

n-dependence to be parametrized by the following formula

c
n = C o o

 + -A_. (19)

8



We know three coefficients c
o
, с-, с„ and they define

three parameters in Eq. (19) which gives

(k
2
)» =(0,7 GeV)

2
. (20)

Note, that this calculation is performed in the framework
of pure gluodynamics, i.e., we substitute n.=0 in Eqs. (11).
This value of the momentum dividing the IR and UV regions
k

o
=700 MeV agrees with different ways of a phenomenologi-

cal definition of this parameter. We may also obtain valu-
es of the charge ^(Q

2
) for large Q

2
 that provides additi-

onal verification of the consistency of the procedure. For
example, for n

f
=3 we have at Q

2
=(l,5 GeV)

2
: (a

s
) =0,76,

(a
s
)_=O,32, (a

s
)2=O,27. The extrapolation according to

Eq. (19) gives {а
в
)
ж
 =0,21. The value agrees with that ob-

tained from experiment/
3
?/. In particular by substitution

of these values into formula (3) of asymptotic freedom we
obtain Л=54 MeV, which is also a reasonable number. Let
us emphasize that we obtain the value of parameter (20)
without any ambiguity. This parameter is very important
for applications of the approach. We shall see this in the
following.

So the IR region of QCD in defined as a region of small
momenta limited from above by value (20), Note that all
three dimensional parameters gM/V, k

o
 and Л which we are

using, are dependent. When the phenomenon of the dimensio-
nal transmutation occurs one of the parameters appears and
two other are defined by it. Our considerations show how
to calculate approximately k

Q
 and Л in terms of gM/тг.

Studying QCD in thus defined IR region we shall use
Green's functions of gluon and quark fields'

22
'^/. These

Green's functions have to satisfy an infinite system of
the Schwinger-Dyson equations and of the Ward-Slavnov-Tay-
lor identities/38,39/. y/

e
 shall consider the system

of tbele equations and identities to obtain information
about Green's functions behaviour in the IR region. Note,
that Green's functions are gauge-dependent quantities. In
what follows we shall obtain a number of results using a
particular class of gauges. Methods containing an explicit
gauge dependence are often criticized for this.We emphasize
that if one calculates correctly, the observable quanti-
ties, in any jase, are gauge independent. Appromimations
which are inevitable can introduce an effective
dependence on gauge. At least weak dependence on
a gauge should serve as a criterion of an applicability

*



of an approximation. We shall keep in mind this point
in what follows.

2. GLUON PROPAGATOR

QCD is a nonabelian gauge theory whose quantization has
its peculiarities. First of all this implies the appearance
of auxiliary fields - the so-called Faddeev-Popov g h o s ^ ^ *
These ghosts are always present when the gauge condition
д„А^=0 is imposed. This dificulty specific for a gauge
theory does not appear in ghost-free gauges, for example,
in the well-known axial gauge defined by a condition (r/A) =
=0. Therefore the realization of the approach under dis-
cussion started from consideration of the Schwinger-Dyson
equation for gluon propagator in an axial gauge/24-27,41/.

Let us consider pure gluodynamics, i.e., a theory with
n_=0. The basic Schwinger-Dyson equation which contains
a gluon propagator, the three-gluon vertices and a four-
gluon vertex reads

2(2тг)
4
 (o-ifipov

 r
 2(2

S'

c'd
1
 e'b

"
 r
«5j8i/ (k,q,p-k-q,-p), (21)

where free quantities labeled by a zero index are defined

in a standard way^
6
»

7
/, the general form of the full gluon

propagator is

^
a b
[ F

1
( k

2

>
y

k
) S

f l v
( k ) + - F

2
( k

2
, y

i c
) T

u l /
] . (22)

where y, = — — ,

(23)

(к
Ч
)

10



The full polarization operator P^(p) is defined by the
relation

- (24)

The following relations are satisfied

Full three - and four-gluon vertices satisfy gauge identi
ties which in an axial gauge occur to be sufficiently sim-
ple. For the three-gluon vertex we have

where T>**=8
a
\
v
, rfi^f^T^p . Correspondingly, for

the four-gluon vertex we have

s
a Upvpc <P'<b

r
.

s
>-iy

t
,

p
 (P,s,q,r)]=g[r

/XJ/p
 <p,q,r+s)-

^ , p q , r ) 3 , (27)

where Пpvpo
 a r e

 defined from the relation

^в^г). (28)

Now the question arises: if the singular IR asymptotics
(8) may satisfy equation (21) and identities (26), (27).
The general expression for the gluon propagator (22) for
k

2
 -»0 becomes as follows

D^(k)=iS
ab
 J L _ [ 2 (

k
),

(
4-n)^(y )T ]- (29)

(k
2
)

2 p P

where Ф(у) is some function of the gauge parameter (23)
and n is the space-time dimension. Note that we shall wi-
dely make use of dimensional regularization for the sake
of calculating the IR divergent integrals. In view of this
we define the space-time dimension as n=4+2e, t -* +0. The
gauge invariance of a quark-antiquark potential in one-
gluon exchange approximation undoubtedly desirable, urges
us to demand gauge independence of the common factor m
Eq. (29) and the coefficient afore the second structure
to vanish in the limit n -»4.

11



In axial gauge Eq. (21) may be essentially simplified.

Multiply the equation by VJI,/
1
!

2
- Then the last term in

the RHS of Eq. (21) vanishes because one of gluon propaga-

tors is multiplied by a vector TJ due to the structure of

free four-gluon vertex. The first term also vanishes after

substitution of Eq. (29) due to the properties of dimensio-

nal regularization. As a result, we have simplified equa-

tion

TJ
2
 V

2
<.2*)4

(k,p-k,-p), (30)

where we have summed up color indices. In addition to the

gluon propagator only the three-gluon vertex enters the

equation. The choice of the vertex is restricted by iden-

tity (26), i.e., Eqs. (24), (26), (29) have to be satis-

fied simultaneously. It comes out that one can exactly

take into account terms proportional to e in Eq. (29)/
2 7
Л

The IR asymptotics of the vertex at n=4 is fixed by the

abovesaid conditions with one arbitrary parameter. Referring

to the corresponding works/"*
2
* 43/ f

o r
 detail, let us show

an explicit expression of the vertex

V
p
'

q i k ) =
i

l
%

[ p
- '

( p 2
'

( p q ) )
"

q
' '

( q 2
'

( p q ) ) ] +

м

where an arbitrary parameter f is multiplied by a trans-

verse part of the vertex,which does not contribute to

identity (26). While obtaining Eq. (31) the additional as-

sumption is used that powers of momenta in the asymptotics

of the transverse vertex are the same as in the longitudi-

nal vertex, which is fixed by Eq. (26) in a unique way.

Substituting the asymptotics (29) and (31) into Eq. (30)

we come to the conclusion that for p
2
 -*0 the following re-

lation should be satisfied

12



4 ^ !. f). J.!& <3
2
,

M 16 л
2

 v
 T\

where ф(у) is some combination of hypergeometric functions

explicitly written down in R e f У
2 7 /

\ Draw attention to the

remarkable point that in spite of quite different expres-

sions for longitudinal and transverse parts of the vertex

(31) the same function of a gauge parameter у comes out

as a result of integration. The only possibility to satisfy

Eq. (32) for p
2
 -»0 is

£ = -1 . (33)

A subsequent term by term satisfaction of the equation has
to occur due to less singular terms in the propagator and
in the vertex. The next step of this expansion was perfor-
med in R e f У 2 8

/ where result (33) is shown to remain va-

lid. This result gives an answer to an often asked questi-

on whether the result of asymptotic considerations can be

changed by taking into account, e.g., UV region. On this

occasion we also may refer to the results of the investiga-

tion of such problems in the framework of unrenormalizable

theories. In particular, in Ref./
4 4
/ the iteration proce-

dure convergence is proved for an equation for the vertex

function in the unrenormalizable theory/ /, the problem

is quite analogous to the one discussed. As for function

ф(у) of Eq. (29), it comes out'
2 7
/ that <t> may be arbit-

rary provided some smoothness conditions be satisfied.

However one should note that the use of contracted equa-

tion (30) instead of full one (21) provides only a neces-

sary condition for the singular asymptotics (29) to be

valid. In fact, the last term of Eq. (21) artificially exc-

luded on closer examination occurs to be more singular in

the IR region than the term remaining in Eq. (30). There-

fore it is necessary to consider this two-loop term. The

attempts to study it in an axial gauge/
4 1
/ encounter great

difficulties and have not been completed yet. It turns out

to be a more simple problem to calculate corresponding two-

loop integrals in the usual covariant gauge. However here

we at once envisage the problem of taking into account

ghost contributions both to the equation itself and to the

gauge identities. We now come to the important point con-

cerning a possibility of the existence of such particular

gauge in the IR region of QCD in which ghost contributions

are not essential for the leading IR asymptotics of Green's

functions. These considerations are based on a study of the

Schwinger-Dyson equation for the ghost propagator S ( p ) /
1 3 4 /

:

13



3 g
2

(p) /dkD (к) Л
ц

(О>
(Р-к,р;к)

(2ff)
4
 ^

 M

•S(p-k)A
l/
(p,p-k);-k), (34)

where Л.'?' and Л„ are correspondingly the free and the

full vertices of the interaction ghost-ghost-gluon^
7
/,

D ^ k ) is the full gluon propagator which will be represen-

ted by its IR asymptotics, which according to our main as-

sumptions reads

M
2 k k

v

By direct substitution of Eq. (35) into Eq. (34) one gets

convinced by calculating the integral in the framework of

description of ghost Green's functions by extracting from

S=S^
Q
4 and the vertex Л = Л^°) satisfy the equation if

a gauge parameter d takes the value

d= =4+8£ +16e2+ 0(« 3). (36)
5-n

In the following we shall repeatedly observe other
advantages of this gauge and also shall discuss
the sence of fixing the way of limiting process to the
physical dimension which is present in Eq. (36).

Note, that fixing the gauge by the usual term in a Lag-
rangian (<Э„Ац)2

/2а one will consider transverse gauge d=l

to be the natural one. However in a class of generalized

gauges, which is considered in Ref.'
6
^ we may choose the

following gauge fixing term

( f)D (3 ,A
a
 )'

2(d-l)
M
2

 P P
 2(d-l)M

2
 P

 P
 P

 P
 (37)

L_
f
= - (•

 1 / 2
iA

a
)

2
= ~ - ( d Af)D (3 ,A

g f
 2(dl)

M
2
 P P

 2(dl)M
2
 P

 P
 P

 P

where D = д„д„ is the D'Alambert operator. Now constructing

the ghost operator according to usual rules'^/ we obtain

3R
ab
= u

1/2
d D

a b
»

where D
a b
 is a covariant derivative. Inasmuch as the tran-

sition from operator UN to ghost fields is performed through

a representation of Det % in terms of integration by Gras-

smann variables c
a
(x) and c

a
(x) so one may simplify the des-

cription of ghost Green's functions by extracting from the

integral the field independent factor Det D */
2
 which is

then included into a normalization factor. We conclude the-

14



Aa(x)

ca(x)

ca(x)

- c a +

->ca

 +

+ SAj,

Sc a ,

S5 a ,

refore that we can use the gauge (36) and the free ghost,

gluon and quark Green's function coinciding with the usual

ones. Only the definition of BRST transformations/
46
»

47
/is

changed and in our case they take the form

SAj =©
ab
c
b
(x)df ;

5c
a
= - ?c

b
(x)c

c
(x)f

abC
Sf ; (38)

5c
a
= —-ад A

a
5f .

(d-l.)M
 p p

The sum of the gauge fixing term (37) and of the IR ghost

Lagrangian, which under condition (36) coinsides with the

free one

Lg
h
=c

a
(x)a

p
D

a b
c

b
(x), (39)

due to the occurence of a free solution of Eq. (34), is

invariant under transformations (38). Note, that the free

solution of Eq. (3a) is, generally speaking, only a parti-

cular solution and we cannot insist on the absence of other

solutions. However if the discovered solution takes place

the effective Lagrangian (39) is valid in the IR region.

Then it follows that the strongly connected ghost-gluon ver-

tices having the number of gluonic lines more than one va-

nish in the IR limit. In the gauge ( 3 6 ) — this should be

stressed again. In this case the ghost's contributions

to the Slavnov-Taylor identities become trivial and the

identities coincide with the ones in an axial gauge (26),

(27). Thus if one assumes ghost's contributions to be in-

significant in the IR region, provided the particular gauge

is used, so the asymptotics (36) of the gluon propagator

should satisfy a condition of vanishing leading IR terras

in the Schwinger-Dyson equation without taking into acco-

unt ghosts both in the equation and in the gauge identities.

Let us consider again the Schwinger-Dyson equation for

the gluon propagator but now in a covariant gauge. The term

with a ghost's loop which would be added to Eq. (21) comes

out to be insignificant in the IR region provided the free

solution for ghost Green's functions is valid. According

to the assumption just expressed the gluon vertices satisfy

gauge identities (26), (27). These conditions are conside-

red in detail in R e f У
4 3
/ where besides the result (31)

for the three-gluon vertex the four-gluon vertex is shown

to have no additional ambiguities and only the same cons-

tant | enters in its definition. In the early work' '

15



the expressions for this vertices were shown to follow

from the effective gauge-invariant Lagrangian

Substituting the expressions for the vertices into Eq. (21)

one has to keep in mind that the connected four-gluon ver-

tex consists of a weakly connected part and of strongly

connected part. After substituting these vertices and the

propagator (35) into integrals (21) it comes out that two-

loop terms which are proportional to g
4
M

4
/p

2
 are the most

singular ones in the IR region. These terms are evaluated

for arbitrary values of d and f in Ref./
4 8
Л The condition

of the most singular IR contributions to vanish leads to

a set of equations imposed on these parameters, including

also the way of limiting process to the physical dimension:

г -»0. This set has two solutions.The first one gives just

the value of the gauge parameter (36) and

1 25 ^

and the second one leads to the following values

2
d=4-4£+O(e2). (42)

It is important that solution (41) exists because in this
case we come to a selfconsistent picture. Indeed in the
same gauge (36), ghost Green's function may be trivial at
the same time the Sehwinger-Dyson equation without ghost
contributions, not needed in this case, is satisfied by
the original IR asymptotics (35). Note the value f= 1/2
in the gauge (36) appears to be different from the value
(33) f= -1 in an axial gauge. This fact itself does not
mean yet that a gauge invariance is broken in the approach,
because an effective Lagrangian with the gauge fixed sho-
uld be only BRST-invariant and this property is valid for
a sum of Lagrangians (40), (39) and a corresponding term
which fixes a gauge, e.g., Eq. (37).

It comes out that the gauge (36) is marked out most
clearly by its properties in the coordinate space. Let us
calculate a Fourier transformation of a propagator having
a general power dependence on a momentum

16



2 y-1

D (k)=ie (g - d-ii-) (43)

(к
2
)

7
 к

2

in the n-dimensional space. We have

2
-1-2

У(х
2

)У
-п/2 _ J [g (2y-d)+d(n-2y)-^]- (44)

Consider now conditions under which the Fourier - trans-
form is transversal in the coordinate space, i.e., is pro-
portional to g -x x^x

2
. From Eq. (44) we obtain that this

property is satisfied if

2y

d= (45)
2y+l-n

Consider the case y=l corresponding to the IR asymptotics
of quantum electrodynamics. After putting n=4 we have

d(y=l)= -2- (46)

/49 50/
This result coinsides with the Soloviev-Yenni gauge '
in which, as is well-known, the most simple description
of QED Green's function in the IR region is achieved. In
our case we immediately obtain from Eq. (45) for у =2

4
d= »

5-n

i.e. right the gauge (36) in which we have obtained a self-
consistent description. Here we do not pass at once to the
physical dimension because we see that for у=2, n=4 there
is a singularity in a Г-function. However, for the gauge
(36) a limit at n -*4 exists and is equal to

*~ M
2 x

u
x
v

v<
x
>=—<v - -г'-

 <47)

Note, that the Fourier transformation of the propagator
(43) for y=2 exists for a gauge such that d=4 at n = 4,
e.g., for the gauge obtained in the second solution (42).
However, in this case a Fourier-transformation is not
transversal. Thus, a gauge being defined by an expansion

2
) (48)

17



leads, in general, to different physical consequences de-

pending on a way of limiting process n ->4, which is

defined by a constant d-. Let us make an inverse Fourier

transformation of Eq. (44) with d defined by Eq. (48) in

which the limit n — 4 is already realized. As the result

we obtain the following expression in four-dimensional

space

M
2 к

Л 2 2
 d
l

(
V-

4
-^r

) + ; r M
 T

g
/ -

8 ( k )
'
 (49)

We see that the coefficient afore the 5-function depends

on the way of taking a limit n-*4. This 5-term serves for

the definition of the expressions* sense at k=0. Therefore

different ways of limiting process correspond to different

definitions of the gluon propagator at the singular point.

Additional considerations are necessary to choose the de-

finition. We have already discussed advantages of the gauge

(36) which corresponds to the definition with dj=* and

leads to a selfconsistent description of ghost and gluon

propagators.

An analogous picture shows itself for the gluon propa-

gator in an axial gauge where a function ф depending on a

gauge parameter plays the same role as dj in the covariant

gauge. It comes out that if in Eq. (29)

so the Fourier transformation of the propagator (29) is

also transversal in coordinate space and is equal ^
2
 У"

+ Х
"У

 2

2

4

2 *
V

F(y)rry/2, y-»0.

Green's functions (47), (51) having the property of trans-

versality lead to a wonderful consequence.Namely,they gua-

rantee existence of a static color charge field.Indeed,for

a static density of a color charge )3
a
p(x) we obtain by

definition the time component of a vector-potential

18



o
o o

 (52)

Substituting here any expression, e.g., from the class (44)
with у=2 we obtain a divergence of the integral in time
except the case of transversal function (47). The same is
valid for an axial gauge/

51
/. So we conclude that one can

define the field of a color charge only for the gluon
Green's function being transversal in the coordinate space.
Here an objection may arise at once that provided confi-
nement is valid it is unnecessary at all to define the
field of the color charge which is unobservable. However
we have noted already that we consider different possibi-
lities including those which do not assume confinement.

Hence in this section we have reviewed works on justifi-
cation of the singular IR asymptotics M

2
/k

4
 of the gluon

propagator. We have shown that such asymptotics is compa-
tible with the Schwinger-Dyson equation in an axial gauge
and in the particular covariant gauge (36). And what about
other gauges? Several works deal with studying asymptotics
of the ghost propagator/

52
/ and the gluon one in a gauge

different from (36). Inasmush as one has not succeeded in
obtaining a consistent description of the IR region we may
only guess that the picture drastically changes due to the
significance of the ghosts contributions and maybe an
asymptotics of the gluon propagator in other gauges is
not M

2
/k

4
 but, e.g., Eq. (43) with a noninteger y/53,54/

The observable quantities, e.g., the invariant charge

a (k
2
) may not depend on gauge therefore here the ghost

s
contribution should correct the situation bringing it aga-
in in accordance with asymptotics (6).

3. THE QUARK PROPAGATOR

It is very important for the understanding of a physi-
cal sence of QCD in the IR region to study the IR behavi-
our of quark Green's functions and first of all, of the
quark propagator. What does it mean - the IR region for
the quark propagator? In QED the answer is clear-
it is vicinity of the mass shell p

2
 = m

2
. But does

the mass shell exist for a quark? Usually the ans-
wer sounds: provided the confinement is valid, a
^uark is unobservable, the mass shell may not be defined
and the quark propagator G(p) most probably has no singu-

19



larities at all being an entire function of p2/
19
»

:

taking by trust this assertion as well as other ones we
think the solutions of the corresponding equations are to
be thoroughly studied, so that well-founded conclusions
concerning analytical properties of quark Green's functi-
ons may be made.

Let us first consider an expression for the quark pro-
pagator obtained by the method of functional integration
in the approximation of soft gluons.Following the procedure
developed in Ref./55/

 m e n a v e
/51/

G(p) =

•D
a
* [2p(r '-r")]p R^), (53)

where Ŝ ~J(x) is the Fourier-transform of the propagator
апйф(у) is some function which in QED is just the expo-
nential. In QCD its explicit form is unknown but it is
clear that ф(0)=1. From Eq. (53) we see that if the Fouri-
er-transformation of the gluon Green's function is ortho-
gonal to its argument so in the leading IR approximation
the quark propagator coincides with the free one

G(p)= x — t>-»m. (54)

p-m

Just this property of the gluon propagator transversality
in the coordinate space has been discussed above and exp-
ressions (47), (51) were shown to satisfy this condition.
Note,that the analysis of'the next approximations to repre-
sentation (53) performed in Ref<56/ shows that in the con-
sidered case of the singular IR asymptotics of the gluon
propagator these corrections may be essential.Therefore it
deserves attention, to consider in detail the behaviour of
the quark propagator in these particular gauges.We perform
the consideration again with the Schwinger-Dyson equation

/dkD
 v
(p-k)y

v
G(k)r

F
 (k,p; p-k)G(p),

(55)

where summation over color indices is performed, m
Q
 is

a bare mass of a quark. A full quark-gluon vertex Г^ en-
ters into the equation. The possible form of Гц is restic-
ted by the gauge identity/^8,39/ in which some contribution
is, generally speaking, made by ghosts. In the previous sec-
tion we have argued in favour of contributions from ghosts

20



in the IR region to be inessential in the gauge (36) which
was confirmed by the consideration of the Schwinger-Dyson
equation for the gluon propagator. Here we continue the
study of this possibility for quark Green's functions. So
let us consider the case of the absence of a ghosts cont-
ribution in the Slavnov-Taylor identity in the gauge (36).
In this case we have the well-known electrodynamical Ward-
Fradkin-Takahashi 5dentity

/59
»

60/

k
ftl> (p,q;k)=G"

1
(q)-G"

1
(p), k=q-p. (56)

In an axial gauge this identity is fulfilled without any
assumptions. The set of relations (55), (56) was shown in
Ref.'"

1
' to have a quasi-free asymptotics of the quark pro-

pagator (54) as a possible solution provided fha gluon pro-
pagator in an axial gauge is defined according to Eq. (50)
and in a covariant gauge exclusively if Eq. (36) is valid.
In a number of works Eq. (55) was considered in other gau-
ges/

29
»

 6 2
"

6 8
/. The conclusion was achieved that in this

case the quasi-free asymptotics was impossible. The system
of equations (55), (56) in the gauge (36) was studied in
Refs/

69
»

7
°/.

Following these works consider first the conditions im-
posed on a vertex by identity (56). Clearly it permits to
reconstruct the vertex Г„ except its transverse (with res-
pect to the momentum к„) part

м
 £ ^ R ) . ( 5 7 )

The division of the vertex into the longitudinal Г^ and
the transverse Г^**) parts is, of course, conditional. It
becomes fixed by using some particular solution of Eq. (56)
as a longitudinal part. Such particular solution was ob-
tained rather long ago in Ref У

7 1
^ and it may be written

down in the form

r
(L)
(p,q,q-p)= " г Ц К Р У + У q>G~^q)-G~Vp)(py + У q)3

M
 q -p

 M
 ** (58)

Further, by a direct substitution into the loop integral
in Eq. (55) one gets convinced that the transverse part
of the vertex admits the functional arbitrariness of the
following type

/ 6 9 /

(59).
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where F(p,q) is an arbitrary scalar symmetric function of

two momenta. Inasmuch as this arbitrariness does not in-

fluence the solution of Eq. (55) it is convenient to rep-

resent the transverse part of the vertex in the form

r
(F)
(p,q;p-q). (60)

where the form of Г ^ will be fixed by the conditions of
Eq. (55) be satisfied. For Г(T) we choose the following
ansatz

q-qy ^ ) -

•[K(q
2
)(q+m

o
)+L(q

2
)]~

1
 (61)

which being, of course, not the most general expression
for nj1^ permits to obtain explicitly a number of exact
solutions of Eq. (55).

It is convenient to present the quark propagator as

G(p)=(A(p2)iB(p2)^)[K(p2)(p-Hno)+L(p2)] . (62)

To evaluate the integral in Eq. (55) it is convenient to
use the formula/70/

^ a6ir
2
ll

2
tf

2
(p

2
)-pt

1
(p

2
)]

(63)

where Dp, is the gluon propagator (35) in the gauge (36),
fi and f

2
 are arbitrary functions.

Substituting expressions (57)-(62) into Eq. (55) and

using Eq. (63) we obtain the following system of equations

(
P
^.X)A(p)K(p).

2
 P

+ -~—B(p
2
)K(p

2
)- m

o
A(p

2
)L(p

2
)+ —B(p

2
)I(p

2
!|B)=l;

P P

P
2
"™

2 m

o
 9

A(p
2
)L(p

2
)+ ^B(p

2
)K(p

2
)- -^B(p

2
)L(p )+

P
2
 P

2

3*2
+ A(p

2
)I(p

2
i|B)=0. (64)

P
2

i
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Here we have introduced the notations

4
» . _«_

 J d
4

t

2

k
2
[<p-k>

2
]

2

To study the system it is necessary to analyze the equa-
tions containing the integral operator (65). It will be
convenient to perform this analysis following Ref./

45
/.

Namely, introducing the notations x= -p
2
, y= -q

2
 and per-

forming angular integration in the four-dimensional Eucli-
dean space we obtain

I(xl|B)= - - /ydyB(y)-x№B(y). (66)
x
 о x

 y

When I is some combination of the functions sought for as
it is in our case, it is convenient to pass from an in-
tegral equation to a differential one with boundary condi-
tions. Following again Ref./45/

 w e
 obtain

dx dx x
 ( 6 7 )

y-K) * у-».»' *

This boundary problem is equivalent to the original integ-

ral equation.
Exact solutions of the obtained system have been found

if the conditions of proportionality are satisfied

B(p
2
)=\A(p

2
), L(p

2
)= i/K(p

2
), (68)

where Л and v are constant and the case A=0 is considered

particularly. In Ref./
7
°/ a number of exact solutions of

the system were obtained. Here we write down three of

them

1) G(p)=
p

2
-m

2
+3t

2
 (69)

ryp.qjq-p^fy -

-p+m
2) G(

P
)= — — ;

P
2
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Г ( P , q ; q - P ) = У - m ^ y ^

P ( 7 0 )

q

(F)

4
-i q

> 75
^ (P,q;q-p).

3) G(p)«Ei£;
P 2 (71)

г (P,q; q-p)=y -

3fje )

< p > 4 i 4
"

p > 1

where Г„ , containing an arbitrary function is defined by

Eq. (59). One can easily verify by a direct substitution

that these solutions satisfy the original system (55),(56).

Consider properties of the solutions. As it follows

from the definition ofafc
2
 (65) the first solution (69) is

analytic in charge and therefore may be obtained by per-

turbation theory, but two other ones have explicit singu-

larity in a charge and therefore are nonperturbative. All

three solutions have a pole at some value of p2. The pole

in the solution (69) for m
o
<Эй corresponds to a tachion

and therefore this case is physically inadmissible. Cont-

rary to the first two solutions, the third one (71) corres-

ponds to a phenomenon of the chiral invariance breaking.

This phenomenon which, for the first time, was introduced

in the particle physics in RefiF. /72-74/ ±
s ver

y essential

for the understanding of strong interaction in the frame-

work of QCD (see e.g. the review/75/). The fact that the

nonperturbative solution which breaks the chiral invariance [.

appears in our approach, shows the approach to describe |

the phenomenon, at least, qualitatively. l

Note that the presented solutions presumably do not

exhaust all the variety of solutions due to the ambiguity

in the choice of a transverse part of the vertex. To exc-

lude this ambiguity one should obtain additional informa-

tion about-the vertex, e.g., consider an equation for it.

This much more difficult problem was approximately consi-

dered in Refs./
7 6
~78/

 w
here the conclusion was obtained

that the IR asymptotics (54) of the quark propagator and
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the corresponding expression for the vertex may agree with
the approximate equation again in the same particular gau-
ges. As a physical consequence of this consideration the
conclusion arises, that quarks have anomalous chromomag-
netic moments that correspond to the presence of the fol-
lowing terms in the effective IR Lagrangian

о>*Х/
 <72)

So the results obtained in Kefs/
5 1
'

6 3
'

6 9
'

7 0
/ and revi-

ewed here show that for the discussed IR asymptotics of
the gluon propagator in the particular correspondingly
defined gauge the mass shell for a quark does exist and
its propagator has a pole at р

2
=чп

2
.

Another possibility which arises for the other way of
definition of the propagator singularity at k^) is consi-
dered in Refs./67,68/. Here as well as in RefУ

6 3
/ basing

on arguments connected with the well-known 1/N
C
 expansion

the total vertex is put to be free.Eq. (55) modified in
such a way becomes a closed equation for the propagator.
For the gluon propagator expression (35) with d=4 is taken
but with the way of definition different from the one (36)
used above. For the definition (42) the solution comes
out to be the most simple and in the chiral limit m

o
=0 has

the form

G(p)= — — — , (73)

k^? 2
 3
*-

2
 2"»л

P «
4
 • - —

 4

where в-function is defined in a usual way. The solution
(73) imitates the situation of the propagator without sin-
gularities. Indeed the mass operator on the real axis has
no imaginary part and in the remote Euclidean region -p

2
=

=Q2 1^.3^2/4
 t n e

 propagator coincides with the free one.
This solution in the gauge (42) possesses a natural para-
meter dividing IR and UV regions

frr •
 (74)

Concluding the discussion of the properties of quark
Green's functions we once more point to the existence of
two possibilities. The first possibility - the guark pro-
pagator with a pole corresponds to Eq. (36) and the other
one - the absence of a pole corresponds to other ways of
definition, e.g., to Eq. (42).
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4. VACCUM EXPECTATION VALUES AND CONDENSATES

A combined application of the Wilson operator expansi-

o n
/ 8 0 /

 an(
j

 O
f the finite energy sum rules'

8 1
/ to QCD has

resulted in formulating an approach/
82
/, which describes

low energy parameters of hadrons. In this approach the

main role is played by vacuum expectation values (VEV)

for gluonic and quark fields and these VEVs are obtained

from comparison of the sum rules in QCD with the set of

experimental data. The VEVs obtained from phenomenologi-

cal analysis of the sum rules in QCD should be considered

as experimental data requiring comparison with theory.

The approach/
82
/ implies that VEVs, determined from

the perturbation theory, are equal to zero. Consequently,

the nonzero VEVs are provided by the contribution from

the terms not related with the perturbation theory. We

have already stressed that in QCD the perturbation theory

is known to be valid in the UV region and absolutely in-

applicable in the IR one. Therefore it will be natural to

expect, that VEVs are determined by the contribution right

from the IR region. This conclusion gets a confirmation

by the consideration of some exactly solvable models/
83
.84/ .

A number of approaches to calculating VEVs were propo- i

sed. The first approach worthy attention, is the one that

uses numerical calculations on the lattices/
38
»21/ which

in the future may give an answer with a necessary accu-

racy. The calculations obtained with modern computers lead

us to a conclusion that the lowest VEVs are non-zero, ho-

wever they lack good accuracy/
8
^/. The dilute instanton

gas approximation/
82
!

86
/ was also applied to the calcula-

tion of some VEVs. Note, that the range of applicability

of this approximation and its accuracy are not clear/
87
/.

Here we review results of works/
6 9
-

8 8
~90,79/

o n
 calcula-

ting VEVs using IR asymptotics of Green's functions in

QCD. For the application of this method one should at first

give the definition of the VEVs, which enter into sum ru-

les, in terms of Green's function. Let us begin with the

simplest VEV quadratic in gluonic field

V
2
=lim <:g

2
F* ( x ^ C O ) : >• (75)

х-Ю

which is often called a gluonic condensate. Neglecting,

for the beginning, nonlinear terms in the fields F*
v
 de-

fined by Eq. (2), whose contribution will be estimated

in the following, we obtain this VEV defined in the follo-
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k
2

wing way in terms of the gluon propagator (k is Euclidean,
2

С 76)

where fD^(k)]
F
 is the full gluon Green's function and

t^uvl
 i s t h e sa

roe function evaluated by perturbation
theory. This definition follows from the sense of the
approach^

82
/, it explicitly corresponds to a nonperturba-

tive nature of V
2
 and it is nowadays generally accepted

(see review^
91
/). One clearly sees from this definition

that the VEV is defined by a contribution of the IR re-
gion. Let us remember the role of the parameter k

Q
 (20)

from the first section, which divides IR and UV regions.
For k£ •» k2 perturbation theory is applicable and there-
fore D*b is zero. For k 2 « k 2 Djj}? is represented by its
IR asymptotics defined by Eqs. (29) or (35). Since we do
not know a behaviour of Green's functions in an interme-
diate region we shall consider as the first approximation
the IR asymptotics to be valid for small momenta up to kQ>
and immediately after ko perturbation theory to be ap-
plicable. Then from (76) we have

(k)aa(k)0(k _
к
2 ^

 ( 7 7 )

ab

where we suggest that D»
)/
(k) is equal to its IR asympto-

tics, e.g., to Eq. (35). Substituting the expressions de-
fined into Eq. (76) we obtain

gM
V

2
= ^ • (78)

IT

The parameters in this formula are already defined by
Eqs. (18) and (20) but we once more write them down here
because they will be widely used in this section:

Ё? =0,59 GeV, к =Ю,7 GeV. (7Э)

n о

Now substituting the values (79) into Eq. (78) we obtain
V

2
=0,51 GeV

4
 which quite nicely agrees with the experi-

mental value V
?
=(0,5 jH),l) GeV

4
.

The result (78) has been obtained for nonlinear terms in
the field strength F

a

v
 being neglected.The analysis of

these terms makes it clear that loop integrals arising
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here turn out to be related to the loop integrals in the

Schwinger-Dyson equation for the gluon propagator conside-

red in Section 2. As we have got convinced there the lea-

ding IR terms in these integrals turned into zero for the

solutions we had used. Thus we come to a conclusion that

the leading IR contributions to V
2
 from the nonlinear terms

vanish and to estimate the next nonleading contributions

we must take into account the corrections to asymptotical

formulae, e.g., to Eq. (77). The parameter g%
2
/(2 я)

2
ко

appearing in an estimation of these corrections turns to

be about 20% and it leads to a contribution of such an or-

der of magnitude to the uncertainty of the method. Another

contribution to the uncertainty of the method is made by

an accuracy of defining the parameter k
o
. We have used the

value (79) estimated in the first section but, of course,

the extrapolation used there gives its own uncertainty,

which we estimate from differences between the consequent

approximations. This gives the accuracy of the definition

of the parameter к also around 20%. Considering the cor-

rection discussed to be independent we estimate the accu-

racy of calculating VEVs to be

^ = 30%. (80)

Consider VEV of the third power in fields V
3
=

_
 < g
3

f
abc

F
a

 F
b

j F
c ^

> #
 Singling out nonperturbative terms

in the same way as above and following the usual rux •* of

the matrix elements definition in quantum field theory'^
2

we have

V
3

where П
м
„л (4)=^

(l
dv\ ~%S^ • Here the nonperturbat ive

parts of the propagator (77) and the expression for the

vertex in the IR region (31) are used. As the result we

obtain the following expression/
89
/.
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я2 V) - °>
0 8 3
 GeV i (82)

2rr * 3/2 5/2 '
 4

where F are hypergeometric functions and the parameters
(79) are used. Note, that by obtaining Eq. (82) we have
used the gluon propagator in a covarlant gauge and there-
fore in accordance with Eq. (43) we have put f=l/2. The
result agrees both with phenomenological estimates/

87
/

and numerical computations in the lattice approach/
85
/.

There are four independent VEVs of the fourth power in
the gluonic field strength

(83)

/82/

In a number of works starting from Ref. ' a factoriza-
tion rule for VEVs was assumed. In our approach it corres-
ponds to the account in VJj*) only of unconnected diagrams
containing two gluonic propagators. The factorized values
for the VEVs considered are equal to

(i) 9
V
AW =

f
i<V '

 f
-,=

5
/

16
> *2

=1/16
>

^ (84)
f
3
=65/144, f

4
=l/18.

However, contributions to VEVs (83) are made not only by

the unconnected diagrams giving values (84) but the diag-

rams of fig. 1 as well. Taking again the nonperturbative

part of propagators and using vertices following from the

effective Lagrangian (40)we obtain after computation of

integrals/
89
'

v
(l)

=
 « £ 4 k4 + (2,78,2,78)(f )

6 k2;
4 16 " ° n о
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2

(85)

+
 "з

(

where the first terms are equal to factorized expressions

(84) and the first member in the brackets in the second

terms is given by the contribution from the diagram of

fig. lb and the second number by that of fig. la. Substi-

tuting the parameters (79) into Eq. (85) and presenting

the results in the form V ^ ^ i M F *

count of the uncertainty (80):

w e
 obtain with an ac-

d
1
=2,42j;O,43, d

2
=3,37^0,71,

d
3
=0,68+0,10, d

4
=l,89+0,27.

(86)

*>)

Fig. 1.

The nonfactorizable contri-

butions to VEVs of the fourth

power in the gluonic field:

a) weakly connected;

b) strongly connected.

For the coefficients dj, d
2
 a semiphenomenological esti-

mate/87/ gives d_ _s*2,which agrees quite satisfactorily

with the values (86). For the remaining two coefficients

there is no evidence yet.

Let us consider VEVs comprising quark fields. Here exp-

ressions for a quark propagator and a quark-gluon vertex

are necessary. We have presented a number of solutions

for them in the previous section. The comparison of the

results for VEVs, obtained for different solutions in

Refs./
8 8
»

9 0
/, leads to the conclusion that the solution

(71) corresponding to the spontaneously broken chiral in-

variance agrees with the phenomenology of sum rules bet-

ter than the other ones. This, of course, should be expec-

ted basing on physical considerations. We present the

results for VEVs just for the Green's functions (71).
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Consider VEV of a lower dimension < ф ift >

/dqG(q),

<
87
>

Using Eq. (71) for the full propagator G
F
(q) one has to

keep in mind, that__thls expression is valid only in the

IR region for q
2
< k

2
, where k

Q
 again the parameter divi-

ding the IR and UV regions which is to be equal to the va-

lue (20) in the order of magnitude. As a result we obtain

^
2

) - (88)

q

Substituting Eq. (88) into Eq. (87) we have

a=3 3ek"
2
. (89)

о
з

Taking the well-known value a=0,55 GeV we obtain

k"
o
=0,66 GeV, (90)

which quite well agrees with the value (20).

Let us consider the VEV <0"a
tv
^> in a weak constant

electromagnetic field F/m> . The VEV defines the magnetic

susceptibility of the vacuum X according to the relation

n =
 e
q *

The VEV is represented in the form
3e

^SpJdpdqG(p) Г (p,q)G(q)A (p-q)a .(91)
8 P P

where Г, is the vertex of quark-photon interaction. Inas-

much as the electromagnetic vertex has to satisfy the same

identity (56) as the solution for the gluonic vertex, the

longitudinal parts of both vertices coincide. But one

cannot say the same about the transverse parts of

the vertices. However there is a model approximati-

on which is used for the description of the IR re-

gion of QCD - the abelian chromodynamics*)/76/
)
 ±

n
 which

The abelian chroraodynamics is the gauge theory with the group U(J) in

which the asymptotics of the gluon propagator is D(k)=M
2
/k

4
, k

z
-»0.
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exact equality of the electromagnetic and strong vertices

holds. We estimate the parameter X in the framework of this

approximation. Substituting Eqs. (71) and (88) into Eq.(91)

and carrying out integration we get convinced that the in-

tegral diverges logarithmically at zero. This divergence

is evidently connected with the fact that the pole of the

quark propagator is situated at zero instead of some mass.

Regularizing the integral by making the replacement q
2
 -»

-» q
2
+ Л ̂  in the denominators of the propagator and of the

vertex we obtain

3 * 3k|_ A
2
(i^

a
 2 a.

2
 2 ( k

2
u

2
)

2

2 at

Substituting here the familiar parameters and choosing the
constituent quark mass for the parameter Л =0,3 GeV, we
have

X= -7,5 GeV~2 (93)

which agrees well with the phenomenological value of this

parameter^
92
/. _

Let us turn to the VEV <ig фо„„t
a
F* ^> which defines

the parameter M
2
 also important for the sum rules method.

Proceeding in a literal correspondence the presented met-

hod we get

1/2,1/2,1/2-

3/2,5/2

i
 x

 dy
|](J-^

2
ox

x „
- 2 /dzJ

2
(z))j=l,2 GeV . (94)

о

where J
n
(x) are Bessel functions. The value (94)again ag-

rees well with phenomenology of sum rules'
8 2
»

9 1
'

9 2
'

9 3
'.

Note, that quite an essential contribution, namely, more

than one half, to the VEVs (91) and (94) is made by the
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part of the quark-gluon vertex described by the third term
of Eq. (71). Thus this contribution is explicitly nonper-
turbative. As for the part of the vertex T^F) containing
an arbitrary function, its contribution to these VEVs
exactly turns into zero and therefore it involves no uncer-
tainties.

The method using IR asymptotics of Green's functions was
also applied to VEVs calculation in other works. The re-
sults of Ref.'79' are worth attention in which the soluti-
on (73) for the quark propagator in the gauge (42) presen-
ted above is used. Substitution of the solution into Eq.
(88) for the quark condensate, the cut off at the momentum
k' taken into account, gives

5 20 V2

With the aid of the solution (73) in R e f / 7 9 / the relation
is obtained between the parameter gM/^ and the pion decay
constant fff. From the experimental value ±n =«3 MeV one
gets

~ = 1,36 GeV, (96)

which is more than twice higher than the value (18) used
above and being connected with the potential slope. The
substitution of the value (96) into Eq. (95) gives a=
=0,46 GeV3 which agrees satisfactorily with the experimen-
tal number. The main merit of Ref./79/ is that the well-
known U(l) problem has been solved in the framework of the
approach used. The mass of the pseudoscalar SU(3)-singlet
calculated with the aid of the quark propagator (73) occurs
to be mo=ko=0,83 GeV. This leads to a good distribution of
masses in the pseudoscalar nonet with an account of mixing.
It is important to emphasize that the solution of the U(l)-
problem obtained by the method of R e f / 7 9 / may successfully
be realized exclusively for the asymptotics of the gluon
propagator M2/k4. One may conclude that the range of phe-
nomena connected with the breaking of the chiral invariance
is effectively described in the framework of the approach
with the IR asymptotics of the gluon propagator M 2/k 4 in the
gauge (42) though with the other value of the parameter (96)

Returning again to the major case under discussion - to
the theory defined by Eq. (41), i.e., with the parameter
(18), - we mark the result of Ref./84/ on the estimation
of the lightest glueball mass. The integral Bethe-Salpeter
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equation for a bound state of two gluons is considered,

whose kernel is defined by the IR asymptotics of the glu-

on propagator (35) in the gauge (36). In the lowest appro-

ximation the accuracy of which is estimated as 30%, the

following mass of a scalar glueball is obtained

which within the accuracy range agrees, e.g., with the

mass of G( 1590)-resonance, detected in Ref ./**5/
 W
hose pro-

perties are quite similar to the assumed properties of a

/
9 6
/

We may conclude that in addition to the purely theore-

tical arguments in behalf of the singular IR asymptotics

of the gluon propagator M /k presented in the second sec-

tion there are arguments based on an adequacy of a descrip-

tion of the wide range of phenomena - gluonic and quark

condensates, the spontaneous breaking of the chiral inva-

riance,- just those problems which cause the main difficul-

ties in the usual approach based on the perturbation theory.

In the approach discussed the description of this range of

phenomena is achieved due to the nonperturbative effects.

Note, that we should not .oppose this approach to the others,

e.g.,to the lattice one/
18
*or to the methods using instan-

tons/
9 7
/. We have already mentioned the correspondence with

the lattice approach. It is more difficult to compare with

the instanton approach because the only productive approxi-

mation of a dilute instanton gas is applicable rather to

intermediate distances than to the largest ones, corres-

ponding to the IR region. In any case different approaches

supplement each other provided they are used correctly.

Now having presented the principles of the theoretical

description of the IR region we proceed to the considera-

tion of the most important problem: what possibilities

there are in the problem of color observability.

5. POSSIBILITY OF INCOMPLETE COLOR CONFINEMENT

Considering properties of QCD Green's functions in the

IR region we have got convinced, that depending on how the

singularity of the gluon propagator at к=Ю is defined, the

structure of theory changes. Formally this difference in

definitions manifest itself in different ways of a limi-
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ting process to n=4. It is easily seen from the comparison
1 of expressions (36) and (42) for the gauge parameter d.The
'• details of this problem are described in different gauges
I in Refs./51'79/. Possible theories divide into two classes
I subject to the definition discussed.

1. Theories with the gluon propagator which is not trans-
versal in the coordinate space, which correspond, e.g. to

: the definitions different from Eq. (50) for the gluon pro-
pagator (29) in an axial gauge and from Eq. (36) for the
propagator (35) in a covariant gauge. One may illustrate
the situation by the example of the covariant gauge defi-
ned by Eq. (42). In this case a gluonic field of a static
source does not exist because the integral (52) diverges
and the quark propagator has no singularities in the comp-
lex plane' 29,62-68,79/j Which we have noted above to be one
of confinement criteria. This is explicitly seen, e.g.,
from Eq. (73) obtained in the gauge (42). Thus not preten-
ding, of course,to a rigorous proof we conclude that this
case corresponds to absolute color confinement.

2. A theory with the gluon propagator which is transver-
sal in the coordinate space. This case corresponds to the
definition (50) of the gluon propagator (29) in an axial
gauge and to Eq. (36) for a covariant gauge. We shall il-
lustrate the situation by the example of the covariant ga-
uge (36) for which a considerable amount of results have
been presented above. In this case we have got convinced
that a gluonic field of a color charge does exist (see
Eq. (52)) and there are solutions (69)-(71) for the quark
propagator containing the usual pole. The latter property,
generally speaking, corresponds to a possibility of defi-
ning a mass shell for quarks and their asymptotic states.
This case remembers strongly the situation in electrodyna-
mics and we have no grounds to think confinement here to
be valid.

The problem of the choice between two formulated pos-
sibilities was at first posed in Ref./51/ and was conside-
red further in a number of subsequent publications'98"101'.
A lot was written about the first possibility (confinement)
and.we should not give here any additional comments. What
about the second possibility which we shall call incomp-
lete confinement? The question arises at once whether it
will not contradict what is already known concerning nega-
tive results of searching for color states, and,first of

all, for quarks/17/?
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To have a possibility of answering this question it is

necessary to consider an interaction between color partic-

les united in some colorless object, e.g., between quarks

which constitute some hadron. Here all at once there may

appear consideration that for the IR asymptotics of the

gluon propagator used the potential of the quark-antiqusrk

interaction linearly rises with a distance increasing ac-

cording to Eq. (9). Consequently we obtain a contradictory

picture: a quark may seemingly exist in a free state but

the infinite potential barrier will always prevent its re-

lease. However, the linear rise of the potential (9) is ob-

tained only in the one clothed gluon exchange approximati-

on. It is quite possible that a multiple gluon exchange

leads to a change of the potential behaviour. In particu-

lar, the assumption was expressed that the linear rise at

a sufficiently large distance was replaced by a decrease,

e.g., according to the Coulomb law, and the potential took

a form of a high and broad hill'^'^
8
^. j

n
 view of the ve-

rification of the assumption the study of many-gluon ex-

change contributions into the potential was undertaken in

Ref./
1 0 1 /

\ In doing this,following the wellrknown quasi-

potential approach' Ю 2 /
(
 the potential is to be connected

with the kernel of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Then after

the one gluon exchange one must take into account the diag-

ram containing an exchange of two crossed gluons. Calcula-

tions were performed with the gluon propagator in the gauge

(36) and the quasi-free asymptotics (54) of the quark pro-

pagator and the vertex Г„ = у„ . The potential defined

by a sum of one- and two-gluon exchanges comes out to have

a form

4 3

V(r)= a
2
r- V ~ < £ n a2r2-C), (97)

off
о о

where a
2
=g M /6я- and С is some constant, independently of [

whose value, the potential demonstrates a change of the !

behaviour from an increase to a decrease. One also sees '

that for a sufficiently large r the second term becomes

larger than the first one, consequently for having a well-

grounded Judgement concerning the behaviour of the poten-

tial at the largest distances one should sum up contribu-

tions from all qluonic exchanges up to an infinite mmber

of gluons. The problem seems unsurmbuntable. A selective

summing of some class of diagrams performed in Ref./301/

shows that at the largest distances the Coulomb's behaviour

may occur.
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In this case the potential takes a form presented on fig.2.
For such a potential^98/ three regions with qualitatively

Fig. 2.
The form of the quark anti-
quark interaction potential
in the scheme under discus-
sion.

different behaviours are characteristic. The first region

at small r is the region of asymptotic freedom, the second

one is the region of the linear rise (4) and the third one

is the region of the Coulomb decrease at r >r
Q
:V=G

2
/3 я г.

Thinking an effect of an intermediate region around r
o
 to

be small we obtain the following relations between the pa-

rameters entering the potential

ъ
г

т
*= ±- у

л
=а

2
г = » (98)

° 3 ° °
where V

Q
 is the maximal height of the potential. This form

of the potential by no means contradict numerical computa-

tions in the lattice approach. In particular, computations

of the force of the quark-antiquark interaction (see, e.g.,

Ref./30/) agree well with the parameterization (4), i.e.,

demonstrate an existence of a protracted region of a rise j

of the potential. However, distances, for which computa- '

tions were performed, are limited from above by the value

2*10~*' cm. Therefore the supposed change of the behaviour

at distances several times larger does not contradict these

results.

Thus assuming the second possibility to realize and

the potential to have quite a large but nevertheless finite

height V
o
, we come to the conclusion that, in principle,

there is a possibility to observe color states, e.g., qu-

arkes. However, we know that numerous searches for quarks
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fail/
1 7
/ with rare exceptions also considered dubi-

ous/
1 0 3

»
1 0 4

/. In our approach this is explained by a high

threshold of quark production which is connected with the

large height V
Q
 of the quark-antiquark potential. Indeed

let us imagine that, e.g., in the process of e+e'-annihi-

lation the quark-antiquark pair in a common colorless state

is produced. The energy threshold of the production comp-

rises their masses, the height of the potential barrier

and the energy loss. The latter we interpret on the quark-

gluon level as being due to intense production of soft

gluons by quark movement with acceleration which is caused

by the force of the interaction between them. The radiati-

on loss is estimated basing on the classical formula of

the dipole radiation with a replacement of e
2
 by G

2
 which

is defined by eq. (98). As a result we obtain the estimate

of the threshold of the pair production
3

V
o

E
o
=2m+V

o
+ — t (99)

m

where m is a quark mass and the last term describes the

radiation loss. We see from here that for light quarks in-

cluding even the charmed one the radiation loss comes out

to be very large for the potential height of several GeV.

So it is impossible to observe their production at avai-

lable energies. Relation (99) gives a real restriction

for V
o
 only by considering the production of the pair of

quarks bb. Setting m=4,8 GeV for this quark we obtain the

restrictions for the potential height V
Q
> 8 GeV and for

the parameter r
o
^ 1 0 ~

1 2
 cm. On the other hand, these pa-

rameters were shown in Ref./100/
 П О

£ to have a possibility
of exceeding much these restrictions, obtained from the
fact of an absence of the fractional charges production
in the e+e"-annihilation up to the energy of 40 GeV. Other-
wise the contradiction arises with measurements of the had-
ron van der Vaals forces in exotic atoms/105/. So in the
subsequent estimates we shall use the following values of
the parameters of the quark-antiquark interaction poten-
tial

ro=lCf
12 cm, V Q = 8 GeV, G2=4,3 103. (100)

Note, that evaluating estimate (99) we neglect color fac-
tors of the unity order of magnitude. Therefore we shall
think the same parameters to be valid also for a descrip-
tion of the form of the potential of an interaction bet-
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ween two color octets in a common colorless state. In par-

ticular this guarantees the production of gluonic pairs

at available energies to be forbidden.

Thus we conclude that the parameters (100) guarantee

the absence of contradictions with data on color states

searches at high energies. The following question arises:

whether the fact that the potential at the largest distan-

ces decreases down to zero, does not distort the structure

of bound states of hadron-constituting quarks.At the begin-

ning of the review we have mentioned that the data on the

hadron spectroscopy fix the potential form up to the dis-

tance 10"*** cm only, therefore such distant replacement of

the behaviour corresponding to Eq. (100) will not influ-

ence the positions of levels. But may it influence widths

of levels? Indeed here appears an additional channel of a

hadron decay into colored constituents due to an under-

barrier transition. A quasiclassical estimate of the pro-

bability of such a transition for the potential under con-

sideration gives W=e , where

and where г* is the nearest to zero turning point which

one may set to zero without loss of accuracy and г„=

=G^/3nAE, where AE is an excess of a hadron mass over the

sum of quarks' masses, is the remote turning point. Per-

forming the integration and substituting parameters (300)

and л from Eq. (4) we obtain that I
2
 » Ij and for AE=

=m=0,3 GeV, w=e~
2
300, introducing a typical hadron time

t =10"*^ s, we obtain that the time of the decay via this

channel is estimated as follows

г = — = Ю
9 7 6

 s = 3 1 0
9 6 8

 years (101)

W

so there is no contradiction to any experiment. Note that

the tremendous life-time (101) appears due to the Coulomb

decrease of the potential at ultra-large distances. Really

if one assumes, as it is done in a number of works star-

ting from Ref.'
1 0 6

Л that gauge invariance of QCD is bro-

ken at distances of the r
o
 order of magnitude and conse-

quently for r > r
Q
 the potential is cut off by the factor
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e"'*
1
', f*=l/r

o
 is the gluon mass; so in the integral I only

the first term Ij remains which for the same parameters

gives W'=e-35O and leads, e.g., to the estimate of the pro-

ton life-time

г = — = 3 10 years» (102)

W
1

which though does not contradict the current experimental

limitations but is already comparable with them.

Thus we conclude that the considered picture does not

contradict the modern experimental data both on the pro-

duction processes and on the hadron spectroscopy. Uhtill

the free color production threshold is achieved the phy-

sics of phenomena is the same as in the case of confinement

validity. This explains the reason why we call the possi-

bility under discussion incomplete color confinement. On

achieving the threshold colored particles acquire a possi-

bility to be released. The most significant feature of

these particles is their large range, which is defined by

the parameter r
o
=10~

1 2
 cm.

The question is often asked concerning cosmological con-

sequences of incomplete confinement. Does this possibility

cause too large concentration of relic quarks? In Ref'
1 0
?/

in the framework of the old quark model the quark to nuc-

leon ratio was estimated to be nowadays q/N=10~*0 which is

already exceeded significantly by the limitations obtained

in experiments on searches for fractional charges in the

matter'
1 7
Л The difficulty predicting too large number

of relic quarks is typical for models with broken gauge

invariance/
1
^

6
/ in which interaction between released co-

lored particles is short-ranged. As a result the estimates

of Ref./107/ decrease only slightly and remain in a crying

contradiction to the experimental limitation q/N^^O"
2 0
.

Incomplete color confinement differs qualitatively from \

the old quark model in which a quark interacts as a usual I

hadron. The interaction between released colored particles

is now long-range Coulomb type. And for the Coulomb inte-

raction there is no infinite distance. This means that,

e.g., in electrodynamics even for very large mutual dis-

tance between opposite charges one cannot neglect a possi-

bility of their recombination. And the recombination in-

deed does proceed. In our case according to fig. 2 at very

large distances a quark and an antiquark repulse each other

in a common colorless state, but they should attract each
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other In a common octet state. In this case a quark and
an antiquark approach each other and on achieving a dis-
tance around ro annihilate into gluons. Being produced
thus and also in any other ways gluons comprise a relic
gluonic medium which is an inevitable consequence of in-
complete confinement. The described mechanism should lead
to an essential reduction of an estimate for a relic quark
concentration. To come to more accurate judgement it is
necessary to take into account the strong Coulomb long-
range forces in the corresponding kinetic equation presen-
ted, e.g., in book/108/.

Turning to a discussion of the relic gluonic medium
which more or less is analogous to the well-known relic 3°K
photonic gas, one first have to understand what really a
free gluon is. It may not of course be a one-particle
gluonic state in the sense of the perturbation theory.The
Coulomb tail of the potential at r> r o may serve to ref-
lect its properties. This means that a free gluon has
zero mass and consists of infinite, or more strictly, inde-
finite number of one-particle vector gluons and is, gene-
rally speaking, a mixture of states with different total
spins. It should be noted here that in evaluations of
Ref./101/ which have served as an arguments in behalf of
the potential under discussion the limit to the mass shell
was taken and this led to the Lorentz structure of the po-
tential to be indistinguishable. In particular, corrections
to the potential arising due to a multiple gluon exchange
may give essential contributions not only into the part
of the potential being the Lorentz vector but also into
its scalar part. Recently, in a number of works/-1^9"^11/
it has been noted that an account of a scalar part in the
rising section of the potential may lead to an essential
improvement of our understanding of spin phenomena and of
some points of hadron spectroscopy in QCD. An effective
gluon understood as a collection of different spins
agrees with these remarks.Bearing this in mind for estima-
tes we, nevertheless, use the simplified picture in which an
effective gluon is color octet with the spin being equal
to unity and it interacts with other gluons in the same
way as the Yang-Mills field does (with the large G, defi-
ned by Eq. (100)). We know that in reality the effective
gluon is not a one-particle state,therefore the question
concerning the possibility of the unitary limit violation
due to large value of G^ has no direct relation to this
problem. In any case the answer needs further going into
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details of the effective gluon state. It is quite appro-
priate here to note that a consistent theory of interac-
tion of particles bearing open color has not been const-
ructed yet. Considerations presented here are just quali-
tative. It seems that the consistent theory may be const-
ructed only in the process of a close interaction both
of the theory and of the experiment, which might start
only after an experimental discovery of open color. Now
we imagine the relic gluonic medium as an equlibrium ther-
modynamic system, having temperature T and consisting of
the effective gluons whose density per unit volume is n.
It ceems reasonable to think that the temperature T is
close to that of the photon gas. Gluons interact strongly,
therefore we do not use the word "gas" for the designa-
tion of the medium. For judgement about the density n we
use still an analogy with the gas which gives for its or-
der of magnitude the following estimate

n=103 cm"3- (103)

Basing on the density (103) we may estimate the interac-
tion energy per one gluon

E=G2n1/3=l eV, (104)

which comes out to be by several orders of magnitude lar-
ger than its thermal energy. One may therefore expect the
gluonic medium to be not at all a gas, but some ordered
system - a "gluonic crystal "/112/_ Note, that the possibi-
lity of such a state of gluonic raattor was earlier marked,
e.g., in Ref./113/. Let us note one more point which is
worth attention. The large interaction energy (104) cau-
ses a large contribution of the gluonic medium into the
general density of matter in the Universe. Indeed Eqs.(103),
(104) give the following estimate for the gluonic matter
density p=2 10"30 gcm~3 which is not so far from the cri-
tical density po=5«10~

30 gem"3. It is well known that so-
und theoretical arguments are expressed from different po-
ints of view/134"116/ and the observational data exist/117/
in behalf of the genuine matter density in the Universe
to be exactly equal to the critical one. So some hidden
form of the matter is needed which gives the main contri-
bution to the density. This hidden form is to interact
very weakly with usual forms of the matter. Now the objec-
tion is expressed sometimes that if the gluonic medium
with the density (103) has existed,it would have been
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detected long ago. Is it the case? The estimate performed

in Ref.'
1 1 8

' shows that the damping time of colorless

hadron movement in this medium is as much as lO
1
'* years,

which demonstrates the weakness of interaction of the gluo-

nic medium with the usual matter. So among other points

we note that the gluonic medium may give an important,may-

be even major, contribution into the hidden mass of the

Universe.

Thus in the present section we have discussed a possi-

bility of incomplete color confinement which, having no

contradictiona with the existing data, predicts the produc-

tion of color states at higher energies, e.g., when the

next generation of e
+
e~ colliders with energies around

100 GeV will start working. However there are not only pre-

dictions but just indications of the existence of open co-

lor which are provided by some existing data.

6. EXPERIMENTAL INDICATIONS OF THE EXISTENCE OF OPEN COLOR

In this section we discuss briefly an interpretation

of two effects from the point of view of incomplete color

confinement.

The first effect is anomalous nuclear fragments (ano-

malons). Recently review has been published'119/ contai-

ning the exhaustive collection of experimental data on this

effect. The earlier review'
1 2 0
' contains also a discussion

of a number of propositions on an interpretation of the

effect. The experimental situation is considered up to now

to be a contradictive one, because side by side with works

presenting a detection and a study of the effect there are

works in which the effect is not observed. It comes out

that one cannot understand such discord in results in the

framework of interpretations based on the standard

theory/*
2
°/. In particular, this stipulates a sceptical

attitude to the existence of the effect itself though pub-

lications continue to appear providing the evidence in be-

half of the effect based on more extensive statistical

material (see again R e f У
1 1 9

/ ) .

The effect consists in the fact that in reactions of

relativistic nuclei at a sufficiently high energy of a

projectile the probability of a produced fragment to in-

teract in a matter depends on its path x in a peculiar way:

it is not described by a usual exponential formula but
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contains an admixture of the exponential term decrea-
sing very fast

_ «
 m н (

1 ^
е
-

х / Л
Н , - J L e ^ A ) ,

 ( 1 0 5 )

dx Л
м
 Л

А

where A^ is a normal nuclear length for the corresponding
fragment and Ад is an anomalous length which is 20-30 ti-
mes smaller then AJJ. An analysis of properties of the ef-
fect shows that a production of nuclear fragments with an
extremely large effective cross-section of their interac-
tion with the matter serves as explanation of the effect.
Taking into account results of experiments with substances
having different densities we conclude that the cross-sec-
tion of an anomalon interaction with a nucleus depends
weakly on an atomic number of the nucleus and is estima-
ted to be op^= 10~

2
^fl0~

22
 cm

2
. We have already mentioned

that standard explanations of the effect encountered un-
surmountable difficulties. In the framework of the incomp-
lete confinement idea in Refs.'98-lOl/ anomalons are pro-
posed to be interpreted as carriers of open color. The
description of the totality of experimental data on the
alomalons' effect is given in Refs./HS, 121/. According
to this interpretation an anomalon with an integer elect-
ric charge is a bound state of the color octet nucleon
with a nucleus. In the other way one may relate the car-
rier of open color to the constituent gluon having the
mass around 600 MeV, which bounds with a nucleus. In any
case the potential of interaction of this system is defi-
ned by a color polarization of a nucleus in the field of
a colored particle. It is sketched in fig. 3. The estima-
tion of the depth of the potential gives

-V*
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Fig. 3.
The potential of interaction
of a color charge with a
nucleus.



r
A

V =2V —-W(A), A ̂ 40, (106)
О О г

о

where V
Q
 and r

o
 are defined by Eq. (100),

r.= 1,47 А
1 / 3

- 10"
13
 cm is the radius of the nucleus and

W(A) is the probability of the nucleus to be in a state
with the hidden color. It seems reasonable to assume that
W(A)=s"0,3 for the lightest nuclei e.g. for He

4
 and then

with A increasing W decreases approaching the level of
0,1 at А=10т20.И the binding energy of the colored octet
charge with the nucleus occurs to be more than the mass
excess 0,6 GeV the anomalon becomes stable, at least, res-
pect to strong inetraction. As it is shown in Ref.'

1 2 3 / /

the bahaviour of the potential's depth (106) leads to two
regions of stability of anomalons: very light ones with
A=3-5 and heavier ones with A>12. As for the cross-sec-
tions of anomalons interaction with nuclei they are de-
fined by a competition of two processes: of an inelastic
interaction having the cross-section around а=2л-г

2
~£io~23cm2

and of a color charge exchange which may be essential for
nuclei with A=10-;20 and proceeds with an even larger cross
section ffc=10~

22 cm2.
One of the most essential points in the anomalons' ef-

fect consists in its threshold character; the energy thres-
hold depends on atomic numbers both of a projectile and
of a target. The problem of the production threshold is
discussed in detail in Ref,/H8/ where the following for-
mula for the threshold of the anomalon's production in the
reaction Aj+A2 -*"... is presented (we mean the energy per
nucleon)

E= 2 ^V + • (107)
A1 A2 ° ^ ^ 2 %

where V is an effective height of the potential barrier
for the production of a pair of octet colored nucleons in
a nucleus with an account of the radiation loss. We esti-
mated V* =19 GeV. Such comparatively low value was obtained
due to the color polarization of a nucleus which reduces
the height of the barrier VQ to V O / E , where E >l is a color
dielectric susceptibility of the nuclear matter. It comes
out that the considerations connected with the threshold
(107), the potential depth (106) and the competition bet-
ween the inelastic interaction and the colored charge ex-
change describe quite satisfactorily the totality of
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data including negative results as well. The latter
may be explained by the fact that under the corresponding
conditions either the threshold of the production is not
achieved yet or the effect is inaccessible for an experi-
mental study due to very small anomalous lengths connected
with the colored charge exchange in the range of atomic
numbers both of the fragment and of the target A=10-20.

It is noted in Ref./122/ that the same threshold (107)
helps to explain a behaviour of the well-known EMC-effect
at small x, which resists a standard interpretation. This
effect of the ratio R being more than unity at small x
which was advertized in the first work on the issue'123/
recently was specified in Ref.'124,133/

It is stressed in Refs. / 9 8' 1 1 9' 1 2 1 /' that side by side
with integrally charged anomalons the fractionally char-
ged ones should exist, the energy threshold for which be-
ing much higher. A search for anomalons with fractional
charges is quite advisable especially for nuclear beams
with the maximum energy. In the case of the positive re-
sult it would serve as the final proof of the open color
existence. The best limitation of this effect was obtai-
ned in the recent work/I2**/. It should be noted that in
this work there are indications of a fractional charge
Q=8/3e but the background conditions do not give the aut-
hors a possibility to make definite conclusions.

I would like to emphasize that the further investiga-
tion of the relativistic nuclei interaction is quite desi-
rable the more so, as there are other quite interesting
problems which are discussed in review'126/ including the
hidden color in nuclei'l2?/ and the quark -gluon plasma
(see review^ 2 8/).

The second effect which has a relation to searches for
open color is connected with observation of the ultra-
high energy radiation from the galactic source Cygnus X-3
(see review of its properties' 129/)_ The interest to this
source is caused mostly by difficulties in theoretical in-
terpretation of the totality of data on extended air sho-
wers (EAS) and on underground muons (see the analysis of
the problem in Ref'l^0/ where experimental works are also
quoted). These difficulties are surmounted in the frame-
work of incomplete color confinement idea. Namely, in
Refs./l3!'112/ the constituents of ultra-high energy ra-
diation with E'^IO13 eV from the source Cygnus X-3 are in-
terpreted as free gluons.Indeed the presence in the radia-
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tion of the source of particles having such high energies
up to 10**> eV undoubtedly shows that inside the source
the beams of particles with such energies are produced.
Then for collisions of these particles with the substance
of the source the invariant energy s/s* may be as large as
4000 GeV which is essentially higher than the threshold
of free color production. Therefore provided incomplete
color confinement is valid, Cygnus X-3 should be a source
of open colored particles. Only neutral stable particles
may reach the Earth conserving the direction to the source
therefore we conclude that there is a gluonic component
in the radiation. The effective cross-section of interac-
tion of a gluon with a nucleus is estimated by the same
value 10"2^ cm2 as for anomalons. It follows that a gluon
reaching the Earth causes the start of EAS development at
the large height about 50 km. The process is of a cascade
character because after the first interaction there are
obligatory colored particles among the products. The large
height and a cascade character of the shower lead to an
essential increase of muons share in the shower in compa-
rison with EAS caused by hadrons or photons. This agrees
with the experiment.

An interaction of an energetic gluon with the relic
gluonic medium along its way from the source to the Earth
gives a very essential effect. The multiple scattering
caused by strong Coulomb interaction between gluons at
distances r >r Q leads to the spread of gluons' directions.
The estimate of the mean angle of the scattering by pas-
sing a way £ between the source and the Earth gives

<02> = nt 2^— Ь — ~ , (108)

256 nE

where E is the gluon energy. Substituting parameters (100)

and (103) we estimate the angular spread to be around

several degrees for the energy 10
4
 GeV, which corresponds

to observations. Inasmuch as an energetic gluon flies from

the source to the Earth along some broken line due to the

multiple scattering time delay takes place. Its mean value

is easily expressed in terms of the mean scattering angle

(108)

Jt= - —
>
 (109)

с 4
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One may evaluate also the dispersion of the time delay

a = VAt^-( М)
г
 = • (110)

*
 C

 /24"

The recent experiments*^/ on the investigation of EAS

with energies E >3 -10*
4
 eV, directed to the source Cyg-

nus X-3, confirmes the existence of time delay being equ-

al approximately to several days. This fact is established

by comparison of the radio outburst time with the time of

the maximum EAS signal. The estimate of the delay (109)

and of its dispersion (110) performed in RefУ
1 1 2

/ using

the familiar parameters agrees with this data.

The effects of the radiation from the source Cygnus X-3

as well as the effect of anomalons have not acquired the

status of the firmly established ones. That is why we con-

sider them only as indications of the existence of open

color. In view of an undoubtful importance of the problem

it is quite desirable to develop these researches fur-

ther.

CONCLUSION

We have presented here the review of investigations of
QCD properties at large distances, which were performed
with the help of conventional methods of quantum field
theory. Summing up the discussion of the theoretical as-
pects of the problem it should be stressed that the sin-
gular infrared asymptotics of the gluon propagator being
considered gives a consistent description of the infrared
region of QCD.

Among the considered problems the most important one
is, of course, the problem of confinement. We have presen-
ted a number of theoretical arguments in behalf of a pos-
sibility of incomplete color confinement. However the le-
vel of the theory development does not allow to make comp-
letely definite predictions. Therefore nowadays the right
to answer the question whether confinement is valid or
not belongs exclusively to experiment. The presence of
experimental indications of the existence of open color
makes the study of the problems arising here to be just
urgent.

I would like to emphasize once more that the incomplete
confinement is intrinsically connected with the strong
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long-range action. The discovery of the new long-range

forces would open utterly new page in physics. Even if the

probability of a realization of incomplete confinement is

thought to be quite small it is necessary just the same

to study the problem till the end because in the case of

the positive result of the work the widest field of inves-

tigations would appear which, in fact, would deserve the

name "the new physics"
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